Participants’ feedback on Tan Huynh sessions from ECIS MLIE Conference 2019

- Tan is a captivating presenter who knows what teachers are looking for in a presentation. He provided us with practical tips and touched on problems that can arise between EAL and subject teachers as well as helpful tips on how to tackle them.

- Learned so much about mindset and attitude that work when co-teaching! Lots of practical exercises that can be used in class as well.

- Generous sharing with many practical samples.

- Very engaging and practical!

- Tan modeled strategies and shared real life examples of co-teaching. Session was too short!

- Excellent, practical, sensible and immediately applicable - thank you Tan!

- The ideas and techniques you offered in 'Soups vs Salads' was just what I was hoping to experience during the conference.

- Loved it, very dynamic!!

- Well paced and very helpful.

- Excellent session. Engaging, informative and even entertaining. This session needs a part 2, or even a full morning/afternoon (at least). Should be a plenary speaker. Tan was also generous with resources and made it clear how we could access the presentation. This type of presentation is the reason we come to this conference.

- Very good strategy. The presenter was fantastic. I wish he had more time.

- Love the metaphors and the enthusiasm! The ideas were very practical.

- Tan is such a joy to listen to and so practical.